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BALANCING STATE AND INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF '

EFFECTIVE STATE-LEVEL ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW

',state-level program review,pf existing public university degree programs has
been implemented by the statewide board in most states. Typically, there has
beensconsiderable divergence of institutional and state perspective oh pidqram
review.issuet. Also, the overall picture of how program reviewrfits into and
impacts upon institutional'and state-level policy is not yet clear.

This analysis of the literature on prograM review was Motivated-by a'con-
vergence of the author's academic and practitioner interests. The author's
comprehensive literature search.on,state-level policy completed'during parts .

of 1981 and 1982 resulted in a monogrph;on statewide planning, budgeting and
accountability apprbaches. The author noted that a'sizable literature on
program review had developed rather rapidly. Trained primarily as.a political'
scientist, she was,therefore particufarly interested in examlning the patterns
of conflict tnd consensus in Atate and institutional perspectives on program -/

review issues And the nature of the resolution that developed out of the,give
and take between the parties: This interest-is reinforced by her role as the
assistant academic officer of a multi-university system in a state which has
developed a shared approach to program review involving institutions, System,
governing boards, and,a statewide coordinAing board. 0

-

This paper analyzes issues about program review in the following categories:
purposes, process, schedule and timing, criteria, and decisions. This analysis
will lay sPecial emphasis upon,identifying both divergent perspectives aild
compromises which have...been developed'or are develOping in at least some States.
Analysis will also be provided of possible broadening of state-level program
reviewmithin the public sectocand the extenSion of that review to the private
sector. ; Finally, the more generic ftiteratures,on accountability approaches
and on rational decision-making will be.used to identify some broader questions
about the impact and'significance of program review.

Some brief background about the organizational entities which oversee the
%process of stat)-level program review and about the nature of program review'
needs to be provided before a more detailed iramework for analysis can be '

constructed'.

BACKGROuND

'The statewide board has been the primary state-level authority inVolved in
revieW of university programs as legislatures and governors and theirstaffs
have.turned their attentiOn in other directions. The terms "statewide beard",
"state board," and "state agency", are used generically to include any board
commission, department, council or other agency that. has'authority over all
public uniVersities in a state and whose functions minimally include'plannihg.
The three major areas in which most statewide boards have some responsiLlity
that is.either prescribed by law or developed as policy are: planning,
program approval and budget development.-Currently most statewide boards
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are either consolidated governing bdardt fok all public universities-in a .
state or coordinating boards which.have substantial regulatory authority.
Statewide govOrning boards are vested with authority and,reeponsibility for
all decisions and resources of any given university,:, A coordinating Abaii3
performs a numherof statewide functions but does not replace and.aseume
the duties of governing boards (Millard'1976).

t

As used in this paper, prograwreview is an assessment of the need*for and/or
effectiveness:of an existing,program. State-level program review denotes
1 formal process carried out by a board with statewide responsibility. Such
state-level review is conducied in accordsith established procedures and
may.or may not include an active institutional role (adapted from Folger
1977a). Accountability to state-level authority.for effective accomplishment
of the Aate's higher.education purposes..is the broadly*construed purpose for .
program review (Green 1981; Barak and rdahl 1978).

Although in 1970 only a handful of states were involved in the review of
existing programs,"by 1980 approximately 80% of statewide boards were.inyolved
in review and/orrecommendation with Tegard to the status of existing.ptogriair.
Most of the involved boards also.have some formal authority to enforce program
discontinuance or are politically,in a strong position to exert pressure on,
institutions toward that end (Barak 1982; pp. 52-3; MelChicri 1980, p. 170).1

Certainly,..cdmpus.administrative officers increasingly accept state-level
prograth review of existing programs as a fact olife and.as a helpful toor
in dealing with certain entrenched campus interests (Barak and Berdahl 1978).
Institutions continue: however, to ptrongly assert the need forpeer.review
in any qualitative judgments.made in the Imogram review process (Sloan Com-
mission 1980; darnegie Foundation 1982).

. PURPOSES
S.

Both univergities and.siatewide boardt typically see program reviewas an
extremely importantladmidistrative function tor the'1980's andlig90's. The
insights about programmatiá strengths and weaknesses are crucial to making
ptiority decisions at both the campus and state levels for the maiaenance
and imprkvement of higher education services during a period'of financial
stringen6y. A very high priority is attached to further developing major
areas of strength, ithproving programs which are important to meeting locale,
state, and national needs but 'which have yet to reach theirrpotentialf and,
phasing_out relatively low priority activity. These cOncervs suggest con, .

. tinuing attention to linking program review'and budgeting; relating,prograth
review to scope and Mission delineation, and providing incentives to engage
in renewal and improvement activities (Folger 1980b).

.Wallhaus describes a,ran4e of purposes and objectives for program revievi and
classifies them along a continuum according to the extent to which they are,
related to stete-level or institutional responsibilities (Table 1 follows on
next page). The table helps identify areas of overlap and Potential conflict.
Wallhaus gives the greatest attention tothree area's of special state interest;
statewide educational policiesebd plans, statewide progrbm mix; and,educa-
tional and economic justification. 1-17 Concludes that the greatest potential
for conflict between institutions and statewide boards exiats when the prima'ry

II 2
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-Table 1. Purposes and Objectives of Prograt Review

1k.. Determination of statewide educationarpolicies, long-range plans, and
programmatic priorities (that is, support livelopment of statewide master.
plans)

Elimination of unnecessary program duplication, or, cOnversely,
identification of needs for new programs

Detertriinition of educational and economic priorities in terms of:
consistency with role and mission
need for improvement or expansion and additional resources necessary to
accomplish (lnkage to budget deciiions)
decisions to iletrease or terrhinate (linkage to resource reallocation

. . decisions)

D. Determination Of relationship to estabiished staklards of quality, or
preparation furentry into.professiOns, and so on (linkage to accreditation,
"csintinuation of Operating authority or licensing aUthority)

B.

C.

E.

F.

-
Tends to be more closely lied
to%state-level responsibilities

Tends to be more closely lied
to institutionpresponsibilities .

Improving communications with constituents; assuring information provided
to students and prospectiim students, parents, alumni, governmental
agencies, and others ii consistent with actual practice

Determination of quality controls and policies (for examPle, admissipn
policy, graduation requirements)

G. Determinition V curricular modifications, advisement procedures,
institutional plans and priorities relative to instructional, research, atd)
service okjectives

Personnel and organizational ckisions.faculty promotion and tenure,
iteademie leadership,prganizational structures, and philbsophies

-1 X-

. X

X

X

X

X

Source: Wa11hau5 1982., p! 77.'
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orientation of the etate7level review is the determination ofseducational and
. economic justification because of the considerable overlap of/responsibilify

for such determination between the statewidelooard, the'campus and also sub-
, . .

units within the campus (Nallhaus 1982). .

The best potential for the minimization of conflict would seem to lie in-a
sortindout which involves each administrative level concentrating on review
foci which,can most distinctively be developed at that level. Groves identi--'
fies the way in which that soreing,out has tended to move in Illinois, a.
state whose higher education structure*is based on multi-campus governing
boards and a statewide coordinating board.and where the level of conflict
over state-level program rewiew has been reAtively low. Campus level reviews
are carried out for the purpose of maintaining the quality and currency of.

.

programs and facilitating the development of new piogram,alternatives within
the limits of the university> existing resource base. .Although the foci
of the program reviews undertaken by the governing boards and the statewide'
coordinating board are less precisely defined, there is a trend toward the
governing board exercising.primary responsibility in a control sense--looking
at tiTU desirability of deleting or significantly modifying.'programs in order
to facilitate the strengthening of other programs.orrthe development of
requested new programs. Groves...sees the statewide obordinating board.in
Illinois, while by no means renouncing an interest in the edonomic ind
educational justification of programs, putting ajarimary emphasis .on the
broader statewide'planning issues and the efficient utifization ok higher
education's total, resources (1919). . , 0 A

There is certainly no 'consensus even among the various statewide boards As
.1

to how much emphasis should be placed in stateviide review onddentifying
loW priority programs for recommended'elimination. Mingle believes'that
s.tatewide board recommendations Tor program elimination should be used
sparingly even in.conditions of retrenchment, with the boardcontinuing to
concentrate on the most.obvions examples of duprication,low productivity,
and incongruence with pniversity,scope and'mission. In Mingle'sju'dgment,
the state board should concentrate on providing the right.political'environ-
mentuand incentives for'campuses to do theireown review aithelpat realloca-
tion and retrenchment. He recommends this because hs,biplieyes state
mandated program discontinuanNiis not going to produce Substantial costs
savings and because institutions are in the best/position to identify specific
programs and personnel to be cut. .Institutions must be cautioned, howe
that if thdy do not do their own careful evaluation and priority settin
legislative and gubernatorial intervention through budget bills is likely

r' (Mingle 1981).

.6

PROCESS

-.,

Institutional concerns about the nature of the re'Vi4 process vary, of course, '

according to.the nature of the state-level, review process whioh is employed .."

in a particular stAe. Barak offers a categoriAtion of state-level'processes
which provide'S a useful framework for. analysis. 'Firpt, statewide boards den ,

share responsibilities"for review with public univSrsity campuses (And some-
times Multi-campus system offices). 'second, the,statewide board bayassume

. major,responsibility fdr reviewing existlig academic proarams either through
the use of a consultant-based approach'or almost.excluspely.through the use

I. .
is.of agency staff (Barak 1982). .

m
. .

'
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Shared Responsibilities. In a shared responsibilities arrangement, the
institution is largely resPonsible for the review. A statewide,board might
adopt this approach either for lack of authority for a different approach
or because it believed that.campuses were in the best position to make their
own tough decisions (Barak 1982). The camPus level reiriews may then be'.
reviewedby an interinstitutional Committee, or, in summary, by the staff
of the sratewide'board. In Wisconsin, the7statewide.system administration'
limits its role to*monitorrhg institutional reviews to assure their quality
(Smithr1980). '

_As a complement to.institutional review of programs, the state Ageney may
provide special or lateral review of disciplines or'elusters of disciplines
across All institutions:- The emphasis in these reviews will typically be
statewide policies and plans as well aS programmatic4bix rather than the
retention or elimination of partiCular institutional programs.

-

In a process where the campus'is Largely responsible for the review, thd-
,

Campils bears a particularly strong responsibility for assuring the external'
i.credibility of its review process. In order to aspdre such credibility,
/. cire must be taken to build in the cheCks and balances necessary to assure

that both necessary expertige and.lack'of self-interest are brought to bear,
(Wallhaus 1982). In the Wisconsin approach mentioned above, the system

] administration does find it necessary to intervene in some instances where
. 'particularly narrow self-interests have come into play (Smith 1980).

In states where the structure of higher education includes both Multi- campus
.unfversity systems and a statewide coordinating beard, rei"ponsibilities for
program review may'be shared three ways. It is important that the system
office and,the state Agency office have/A workable arrangement for inte-
.grating iheir analysis in program review and related areas in order to
gAlerally reinforce other admini,trAtive understandings, maximize exteripl
credibility, and minimize campus°administrative workloads (Groves 1979;
Bowen and Glenny 1981; Barak 1982).. (An apparently workable pattern which
emerged in Illinois during.the late, 1.970's is described under PURPOSES above.)

-

The degree and meaningfulness Of institutionZihvolvement id any review .14

process (whether involVing shared responsibilities or biging primarily agency
dirested) is a ctitical factor in.the credibility of the process (Barak ,and
Berdahl 1978). Wilsori.Categorizes the ways that states include institUtións
as reactive, advisory, or formative. The three strategies are seensas
points Along an access to decision-making continuum with reactive strategies
:at one end and formative strategies at the other (Wilson1,1980). Barak adds
that, from%an institutienal persPective,.formative paiticipatiOn is eSpecially
attractive because it tbeoreticallS, allowg an opportunity for involvement in
all of tile review stages. As with other aspects of the review process, the

'. specific be determined by .a number of factors including historical
patterns, s utory authority,'politics, and personalities.(Barak 1982).

COnsultant-Based. Some state higher education agencies, including those in
Louisiana and'New York, havefound consultant review, attractive because
such review is perceived as tge.most objeetive approach given the deep.

,.,.reliance in the academic community upon peek evaluation for qualitative judg-
ments. Such a process ordinarily begins with institutional self..-studies of



,./the programs to be reviewed which.provide information on aspects such as
curriculul) faculty, library, and other supporting resources. Outside peer
consultan s are then selected to provide quA1itative evaluations based on
the self-studies and site visits. These eValuations may or may not be
made Public and statewide,board staff may or may not feel bound by these

evaluations in making their own-recommeridations. It should be noted that

an initial balancing_5-atfte and institutional interests must be accom-
plished in the commissioning of the consultant(s) so the consultant is 0. '.'

viewed as neitheribeing the "hired gun" of the stateoagency nor providing'..an
"inside-job" for the,program faculty. Understandings can, however, usually
bp-tiOrked out which in/olve one party, usually the statewide boardi,com-
missioning the Consultant with the advice and consent of the other party
(Wallhaus 1982).

4.

Difficulties may arise from the use of faculti, who have outstanding national

reputatiops (and who are normally chosen from outside the state to avoid
conflictd of interest) as conaultants.for statewide program review. In the

most fundamental terms,'a review process undertaken to assure accountability
to the state may end up assuring accountability primarily to national peers
and the discipline (Mingle 1978). Mingle and Barak and Berdahl note a number
of difficulties, from both the institutional and state perspectives, which

..may arise out of the accountability thatconsultants perceive they have to

the discipline as represented by the most outstanding doctoral programs and
faculty within the discipline. Sudh consultants generakly lack a close
Anowledge of interinstitutional relationships and the general statewide con-
text, ,Due to their focus, on narrowly_defined traditional measures, they, will

'find it difficult to assess graduate prograMs which provide access to pdit-
time clienteleseand which are not heavil research-oriented: In review of

doctoral programs, regional campuses may feel that consultants are biased
against them and that consultants do not believe that quality education can
be conducted at institutions which do not have long histories of doctoral
education and which may at One time had the status of teachers colleges
(Barak and Berdahl 1978; Mingle 1978).

. On the whole, great care must be g iven to the chOice of consultants. Barak

-------.4rOvides sound advice for their selection and involvefient in the process ,

(1982). GiVen the pattern of difficulties outlined above, it is particularly
important that a.) consultants be chosen with specific circumstances and
needs in mind, b.) consultpnts be provided full information about institu-
tional relationships and the general statewide context, and c.) that state
agency staffs retain the option to make their own reeommendations which may

disagree with those of the consultants.

. .

Agency Staff Review. A few states conduct review placing responsibility
almost entirely with the'state board staff instead of consultants. States

Using this approach typically rely heavily Oh data from the state agency
information system as weil as information which the campus is asked to
genetate specifically for the review. On the basis of a survey Of program
review and discontinuation procedures nationwide, Melchiori concluded that a
procee, whiCh'is conducted entirely by Statewide agency staff is unlikely to

be accepted or successful because of problems of institutional resentment
which tend to grow rather than to dimihish and negative publicity which seems
td impact all agency operations (1980). Additional analysis relating to

4
9
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institutional discomfort with the heavily,quantitative analysis frequently
employed as a part of this approach is provided under CRITERIA below.

SCHEDUTZ AND TrMING

Wallhaus identifies five alternatives which the statewideiboard can us to
schedule program reviews, each of which has different advantages and dig-,
advantages from the university and state-level perspectives. Table 2 On
the .dext page shows.advantages and disadvantages of scheduling on the
following bases: cyclical, other extethal requirements, key indicators,

10 crisis, and P;licy or'planning rationale. Some-states-have employed combi-
nations of these alternatives in order to meet a variety of needs (Wallhaus
1982).'

.
Considerable friction.over scheduling can arise in a process which involves
responsib,ilities shared by institutions and the statewide'board. Although
,the institutions are in a ?osition to schedule their individual program ,N

reviews and will ordinarily do so on a cyclical basis which is also meshed
with various specialized accreditation.calendars, the statewide board is
still free to conduct its own statewide lateral reviews based on, a policy

planning rationale. The statewide lateral review may be disruptive of
the institutional schedule unless the statewide board stipulates that the

s,
campus can provide analysis based on the moat recent cyclical review. In
any case, intensive and time-consuming statewide lateral reviews will inevi-
tably draw campus attentions and energies away from the cyclical reviews. .

CRITERIA

A great deal of the research on review of existing prograMs has focused on
criteria agaidst which existing programs are to be reviewed. Particularly
notable surveys of criteria are Barak and Berdahl (1978) and Melchiori (1980).
Green (1981) proyides an especially interesting analysis of patterns in the
various states.

Most states have applied a number of criteria in the review of existing
, programs rathet than a few. A task force of the Education Commisdion of the
States suggested 10 criteria related to need, quality, and productivity
which should be taken into account in statewide program review, especially
when retention or elimination was at issue (1973). A survey reported by
Barak and Berdahl indicates that each of these is used by some states although
no one state uses all. The most frequently used, in order, are nuMber of
graduates, students enrolled, student interest and demand, appropriateness
to role and mission, program,qualitY, and size of classes and costs of
courses (Barak and Berdahl 1978). Based on .his analysis of the criteria used
for program review in those states where that activity has been mostvisible,
Green concludes that state-level review processes have been more sensitfve.
than have those of other-internal universitY bodies or eiternal bodies to
using multi-dimehsional measures oX program quality (1981).

Due to both institutional-sensitivities and methodological diffielaties,
consensus is lacking as to how the statewide board should handle the quali-
tative factors involved'in program 4pyiew. A number of state boards dealt
with the problem by explibitly stating that state-level reviews will not,

-77 1 0



Table 2. Alternatives for Scheduling Program RevieWs

Advantages Disadvantages

A. All programs reviewed on a cyclical basis
(for example, once every five years)

Assures all programs are periodically
examined

Easier to organize and manage; allows
units to systematically prepart for
reviews;

Smooths workload at campus and state
levels

Potential for redundant r wasted effort
,(that is, the process is carrieckout
whether'it is warranted- or .not).

B. Schedules mesbed with externa'.
requirements (for example, accreditation
reviews)

Eliminates 'redundancy, which is
inevitable if ihis is not done

Internal purposcs may be driven by
external requirements and hence not
realized to fullest possible extent

C. Selection based on key indicators (for
example, enrollment or resource trends)

Serves pi (lieu; review efforts in areas
where program modifications may be
necessary

Raises coneernt relative to the,unreliability
of the indicators, which may not be
sufficiently sensitive or applicable tot
avoid triggering "unwarranted" reviews

Does not ensure that ill programs will be
examined even over long periods of
time

Usually carries &game connotailons;
indicators point to problems

D. Crisis selection (for example, reviews based
on student complaints or concerns raised
by state agency or other institutions
relative to unnecessary program
duplication)

Focus of program review is on problem
areas and needed modifications

'Reviews driven largely by negative
factors, most of whiel may be external
to prografn

Crisis management, the problem may be
too large to address positively if
uncovered too late

E. Selection h:ded on policy or planning
rationale related to certain categories of
programs (by instructional level or by
discipline, for example)

Facilitates comparative analyses,
particularly from a state perspective

Serves to more clearly delineate purposcs
of review

Driven largely by needs external to
institutions (purpose more closely
aligned with state-level interestsee
Table 1). Institutional purposes may be
submerced or institutional scheduling
disrupted

Sotirce: Wallhaus 1982, p. 81.
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directly focus on quality and-that qualitative review is the responsibility.
of the institution (Barak,And Berdahl 1978). Otherstatei "rely'heavily on
the use of oUtnide consultants, a praCtice whose advantages and drawbacks 2. .

have been discussed above. Hines differentiates between two tlpes of
program quality in order to suggest complementary progrmzweview roles for
instltutions and the state agency. The institution and its faculty should -'

make judgments about the intrinsic value (merit) ofiet program., while the
state agency assesses the worth of the program in relation.to existing and
anticipated statewide circumstances (Hines 1981).

-q

Generally, statewide boards are reluctant to use primarily ,quantitative
measures of quality'but board staffs in's' few states.are convinced that
quantity,and quality are close/y related. The State of Sqshirgton, in
particular, has uSed a number of quantitative measures of program quality'
in the program review process and has made :a majdi effort to illustrate how
much of the quality of,programs can be demonstrated quantitatively. A number
of indicators of quality which can be quantitatively assessed are identified
'and examples given of how institutions and national professional associations
use similar approaches to assign qualitative rankings (Chance 1980; Engdahl

0
pnd Barak 1980).

Institutions will not in most instances have to deal with state boards which
apply qualitative criteria with unwarranted stringency. In this regard,
Green sugges44 that the states will avoid getting too much into qualitative

V
aspects because finding too many deficiencies might suggest a qualitative
iMiRrovement initiative wial attendant implications for additional funding or
for,reduced access. In most instances, he suggests, states will allow
institutions to review qualitative aspects and to seek whatever qualitative
improvement is possible within the limits of existing institutional resources
(Green 1981).

There are continuing disagreements between statewide boards and institutions
about the extent to which labor market demand, and projections should be-a
major factor in the review of existing programs. Although state agency per-,
sonnel tend to place considerably more emphasis on job market factors than do
institUtions, the level of conflict has been limited.in twg,w(ys. First, as$
noted by Mingle, state agency personnel have generally recognized the impor-
tance of other outcomes of education and broader definitions of need. The
gtates therefore have ordinarily not attempted to apply labor market crileria
to review of existing programs in the arts and sciences (Mingle 1978).
Second, for those professional programs where there should be A closer corres-
pondence between-a partibular degree and certain occupational roles, many
states'have-focused more on how wellgraduates have been,prepared for labor
market roles rather than.whether there is an "oversupply" oil; "shortage" of
graduates. This focus is not dissimilar to campus-levek review perspectives;

- DECISIONS
,

.

State-level recommendations made as a result of program review may include
continuation, modification, merger, or discontinuation. Variations and ,

further fine-tuning'of the recommendations can be done to best:adapt to,
instituti.onal circumstances (Melchiori 1980). Unfortunately, information on

:9-
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the range of state-lei/el reoommeWations is limited due tO the almost total
emphasis in the literature on thd relationship between program review and
program discontinuance..

Ai

In ordertto asSess the significande of state-initiated program discontinua-
,tiOns for camptises,,one.needs to have some measure of the natuke of the
programs whichhave been eliminated. Melchiori provided a useful framework
for that examination'by identifying.four levels of program termination:
(1) the elimination.of "paper"programs" which involve few students and few
if any, facultY, on a full-time basis, (2) the elimination of programs with ,

no adverse consequences for students or tenured faculty, (3) the elimination
of programs with serious consequences for tenured facultyandstudents, and
(4) the elimination of entire units, departMents, or colleges (1980).

The mix of programs terminated as a result of state-level program review
tends to, change in most states as program review processes have become more
established and financial stringencies have become more pronounced. In one
study, Barak concluded that most terminations to the date of the survey fit
in the first of Melchiori's categories. He noted that was about what you
would expect-for the.first rounds of program review when the state board is
proceeding with extreme caution,iparticularly strong respect for institutional
independence, and desire-to avoid challenges to its program review role
(Barak 1981). After a subsequent survey, Barak reported a shift from Level
One tO Level Tw q. actions, with 61% of the terminations at tevel Two but
only 8% at Level Three and 1% at Level Four (1982).

Although statewide boards_ have,sometimes identified program review as a use-
ful tool in retrenchment in Pablic_institutions, state mandated program
discontinuance, did not frequently in-the_mid and late 1970's, result in
cost savings (Skubal 1979; Mingle 1981; Barakl9aQ. It cannot be assumed,
moreover, that recent shifts in the character and ma .tude of
programs terminated will.necessarily mean that there will be institutional
cost savings. Substantial cost savings can result only from tetoving the
faculty and staff involved in the terminated.program from the university
payroll. If the faculty connedted with tha program are tenured, most
institutions have tended to continuehnstitutional commitment by offering a/-
faculty rolA in other programs. In any case, cost.savings will not be
immediate a$ institutions will usualfY.follow the norm of providing a year's
notice (or salary in lieu thereof) unless the discontinuation is concurrent
with the declaration of a financial exlgency.

Given this ?attern of institutional cost savings,'Callan advises that state
boards be careful not to build unreasonable expectations about the nature of
results from the program review process. Boards should sell program review
to the lagislature and state budget.offices as a way to assure Vitality and
responsiveness and to help institutions in living with less money through
internal tradeoffs, not as a way to refund money to the state treasury
,(Callan 1980).

Melchiori suggests that implementation of a program discontinuance support
system will increase the prospects for positive impacts of program termina-
tions from both/a state and institutional perspective. This approach tequires
the identification of incentives for, obstacles to, coping,mechanisms for,
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and rewards for more institutionally initiatedsdiscontinuations and for the
best cooper,Ition with state recommendations (Melchiori 1980, 1981, and 1982).

In order to increase their ability to provide a program discontinuance support
system, state boards need to monitor more closely possible negative impacts

of terminating programs (Melchiori 1980 and 1981). The major difficulties

in gaining information about impacts are: limited and restricted communica-..

tions resulting from institutional and political sensItivities; the discon-
tinuation outcome is not emphasized by the state agency.to ease relations
with-the Campuses; either the, state agency nor the institution want to
become involved in fine-tuning; the state agency desires private communica-
tions with both campuses and state political branches in order toallow

. .

varied emphases.(Melchiori 1982). Melchiori identifies a number of areas

of impact of terminations that state agencies need to know more aboUt before

they can develop adequate support systems. Among the areas she iden ifies

are: enrollment in related programs at the institution and neighbor ng
institutions, impact on state human resource needs, pre and post-dis pntinua-
tion budgets in related areas, faculty turnover patterns, and facult research

productivity. Assessments in these areas can take place in a small- ale

incremental fashion (Melchiori 1980).

Melchiori goes on to idenafy a number of coping mechanisms for stat agencies

which have a positive effect on the change process. Among the state approaches

she identifies are: cultivate a reduction ideology, provide reducti n rewards
and incentives, avoid confrOntations and alienating major power blp , and

provide money for faculty retraining both to ease the impact-of program
closure and to help in the reformulation of some declining programs (Melchiori

s ft_
:j 1981).

Recent statements which point in the direction of the emergence of a

reduction ideology in higher education more generally emphasize strong assertions

that higher education's main priority must be protecting quality and that

requires prioritizing rather than across-the-board cuts. One visible
reflection of the development of such an ideology is the statement in December
1982 by the National Commission on Higher Education issues that identifies

across-the-board cuts as posing the single greatest threat to.higher educe-
,

tion during the next ten years.

Perhaps Ole-strongest incentive that universities have to initiate program
discontinuances A to act expeditiously on state-level recommendations is

the credibility and accountability which is thereby demonstrated. As

previously, noted, Mingle's argument for reliance upon institutions to make
the primarly discontinuance initiatives also includes the judgment that legis-

latures will act to eliminate programs through riders on budget bills if

universities themselves do not take the bUll by the horns (Mingle 1981).
Statewide boards typically look upon review of existing programs as an
excellent mechanism to both demonstrate accountabi2ity to the legislature

and help caMpus leaders to deflect some of the "heat" for difficult 'put
warranted decisions (Callan and Jonsen 1980).

Statewide boards have encountered difficulties in developing financial incen-
tives for institutions to concentrate resources in high,priority areas while
eliminating low priority activity. Very little funding is distributed in



most states outside the state formula or outside a 'incremental'budgeting

approach. Although some states_target monies spe fically for Annovative

i activities (through project grants) or for qualitative improvement, only
Oklahoma has an approach which provides some tiear incentiveslor deleting'
old programs in favor of new ones: The Oklahoma'board of Regents ties
program planning and fiscal budgeting togetherin such a way that no new
program,is approved without money'fiAsing earmarked in the budget for
its implementation. No new program Its initiated until existing programs

-.have bpen funded at the one hundred'percent level (Barak 1982).

BROADENING IN PUBLIC SECTOR .

..

The remaining'issues about the scope and focus of state-level program review
for public universities relate to a) Specification of the instructional
program to be reviewed (degree program or department?), b) the addition of
researbh and public servicescenters, And c) the addition of non-acadethic

activities. Eackof these areas raises some specific problems from an

institutional perspective.

Instructional PrOgram. Wallhaus notes that state boards prefer to focus.program
review on degree programs because state aufhority is^usually defined in terms

of degree programs and because societal concerns and octupational oppor ni-

ties are most closely aligned with degree programs. ,By contrast, many public

universities feel that institutional objectives related to program review

'are_best met by a discipline or organizational unit-perspective which rec-

,-ognizes the difficulties of separating program characteristics by degree

program and which reinforces the university's authorityostructure.i The usual

compromise between state and institutional perspectiyps is to review con- .

currently all programs within a given discipline while recognizing that

not all,tharacteristics will be broken out.fully at every degree level

0 (Wallhaus 1982).

Research and Public Service Centers. It is difficult to develop i sharea

institutional and state approach to the review of research and public service

activity because very different issues are raised at the two levels. ' Most

state-level studies relate to research and public service have therefore

not built on institutional levels of research but rather have been viewed,

as an effort to address a-particular.stet4-level policy issue (Wallhaue 1982).

Non-Academic Areas. The same accountability concerns that lead states to

undertake the review of existing degree programs and other programmatic

activity may lead to additional focused review activity in non-academic

areas as well because substantial portions of the budget are allocated to

these areas. However, the key issues for administrative and support functions.

center on, operational efficiencies and it is very difficult to identify an

appropriate state-level role in this context (Wallhaus 1982).

EXTENSION TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Although private universities participate on a voluntary basis in State-level

review conducted by a sflitewide coordinating board in only a few states,

coordinating boards are Pncresinqly likely to seek' private university involve-

ment in program review in order'that private universities also demonstrate
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their'accountability to the staee. This increased demand for effective .

performance will arise out of both the public function served.by the non-
public sector and its increased governdental support both direct and indirect
(Jonsen 1980).

State-level review of exiSting programs of private universities is consistent
with the emphasis that a number of states have placed 40 fully integrating
consideration of both the:public and private'sectors in meeting the total
higher education heeds of the state. The credibility of any state-level
retiew processes that impact upon both the public and private sector is
dependent upon the establishment of procedures that provide rrziprocal oppor-
tunities to participate and recipbocal obligations to be bound by the results
(Wilson ahd Miller 1980). Statewide coordinating boards are in a better ,

position than statewide governing boards to undertake planning and:Pfogram
review.which includes the private sector because they are iess likely to be
regarded a$ too closely aligned' with public un'versity interests (Barak and
Berdahl 1978; Wftson 1980).

404

. Jonsen notes that little consensus eXists at this ime as to the meaning of
accountability for the private sector and the exten and means of participa-
tipn of the private sector in state-level planning'a program review.
Understandings will need to be worked out in a manner at is sensitive to and'
balances the needs of bqph the states and private institutions (Jonsen'1980).
Some current private sector attitudes suggest that such an accommodation may
be a number of years in the future. For example, the executive officers of
associations of private institutions in many states continue to prefer non-
involvement in state planning activity 'as the best strategy due *to doubts
about effectiveness and judgments that their real opportunities for influence
lie with.the governor and the leijislature'(Odell and Thelin 1981).

IMPACT#D SIGNIFICANCE OF STATE-LEVA PROGRAM REVIEW

The impact and significance of the process of program review by the statewide
board are related to the nSture of the accommodation between program review
and specialized accreditation, to the pattern of use of program review
insights in other,state-level decision-making processes, to the expectations
of other state-level authorities, and to the nature of institutional leader-
ship' exercised.

Accommodation between Program Review and Specialized Accreditation. The impact
of"program review.will depend upon the relative emphasis which institutions

.4 and state-levelboards place upon program review versus specialized accredi-
tation as a means of assuring programmatic vitality and strength. Shared
pro sses of program review place emphasis on leadership of the institutional
vice president for academic affairs (provost) and reinforc his/her attempts
to el ectively integrate the 9programatic activities of th university. By
contrast, specialized accreditation places emphaSis upon tjhe leaclership of
the dean or department chair and encourages colleges/depar'eients to take the
specialized accrediting body as the primary reference point with the university
viewed as little more than a loose confederation.

Putting program review on a strong footing in large.universities which include
a number of professional programs will necessitate some dimunition of the role
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that specialized accreditation has played in -the life of these universities.
There are noW indicationsthat universities and state-level boards will
more fully articulate their discomforts With the increasing specification
by these accrediting ,bodies of cufticulum and resource requirements and
are ready to take concerted action to win acceptance on limits for,that
role. One reflection of this discomfort is the recent Qarnegie Foundation
report which identifies the dangers that specialized accreditation poses
for the internal political life of the university and basic institutional
'prerogatives (1982). The Foundation has also endorsed the conctpt of regional
aecrediting bodies performing a coordinative role relative to the work of .

the specialized bodies in order to promote a greater institution-wide
perspective underlying the activities, of the specialized acerediting bodies.
("Excerpt from Carnegie Fund's Report on Academic Governance" 1982; Kells
1980).

Pattern of Use of Insights:Derived. A significant portion of the impact of
program review,upon higher education institutions and.statewide boards
will depend upon the extent to which insightson programmatic strength and
weakndss which result from program review can pe factored into budgetary
decisions. Considerable progress has been noted in making use (informally
and, to some extent, formally) of insights derived from:program review in.
the budgetary process at the campus level (Barak 1982). It is unlikely that
links between program review and budgeting' will be formalized at the state-
level because of difficulties of both a conceptual and political character
which have been noted in earlier attempts to formally link-planning and
budgeting processes. Analyses of these earlier, efforts include Education
Commission of the States (1980) and Floyd (1982).

It may well be that the connection between program review.and budgeting needs
to be similar to that between planning and budgeting. In the latter case,
.Purves and Glennyesuggest'that connection needs to be les "formal and routine"
but still "conscious and deliberate" so that the routines'of the budgetary'
process will'not drive out the more complex and deliberative character of
programmatically oriented processes (Purves and Glenny4 1976, p. 171).
Features of program review which make it difficult.to factor some of'the
results .1f program review into the budgetary process are: review on.multi-
year,cycle rather than all simultaneously, number and complexity of variables
utilized, and lack of bottom-line oirentation.

Expectations of Other State-Level Authorities. The emphasis that state boards
place on review of existing programs will also depend on the extent to which
statewide boards perceive state political leaders as well disposed to accept
statewide program review as a major element in univertity demonstration of
accountability to state government.

Program review is one of a variety of accountability approaches_which have
been developed for assessing the results and effectiveness of higher education
operations, Accountability approaches have been categorized,by Floyd on4the
basis.of the focus of the approach--degree program, institution-wide activi-
ties and statewide board functions. Although the statewide board is the
primary state-level,authority involved in the review of degree vrograms,
legislative and/or gubernatorial staffs are more frequently involved in
approaches which focus at one'or both of the other two levels. Approaches
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which focus on the groaddr-institutional level include perfOrmance budgets,
performance hudits, condition of eaucation reports, and state:TrocesseS
linked to regional.accreditation. Review focusing on the statewide board
involves examination of the extent to which the board facilitated the
operations and goal attainment of the whole set of institutions to which
the board's authority exteAds. Floyd concluded that; as of 1982, program
review was the most widely accepted and successful state-level account-
ability approach (Floyd 1982).

The further development and refinement of program review and other account:
abiliq approaches will, however, be handicapped by the absencenof a stable
set of expectations between state government and higher education institu-
tions. In this regard, Folger notes that policy approaches change in some
states with each new gubernatorial administration and that in a faw states
the-structure and powers of the statewide board are also frequently altere4.
Folger goes on to identify a variety of programmatically related concerns
of political leaders which do not relate to specific degree programs.
Statewide boards.wil/Pneed to carefully consider, in close'consultation with
institutions, whether they want to incorporate.additional aspects into
program review or Would prefer to develop 'themselves or see other state-
level authorities develop additional review processes (Folger 198da and
1 Ob). .

OP

0 ortunities for Institutional Initiative. A positive institutional stance
incregses the probability of campus influence on the specificS of program
review and other accountability measures and'of winning statS-level under-
standing of_their limitations. Folger (1477b) and Millard (1977) advise
institutions who are critical of review criteria proposed by state-level
authorities to'suggest refinements or possible a/ternatives to minimize the
likelihoOd of less helpful answers being brovided by others. Adamany warns
institutions that they should work to develop better measures to assess the
quality and effectiveness of their activitids 'rather than assert that
appropriate Measures do,not exist. Such assertiong are not gredible when
they come from instituPons which cast themselves as social critics and

,

whose faculties are heavily involved in developing evaluation methoas for
othet kinds of organ' tions (Adamany 1979),

Once universities have responded to state-level accountability demands an a
positive fashion, Hines and Wiles suggest that universities have an ioportant
opportunity to negate the illusion that accountability cgn or should-be
complete. Exhaustive knowledge of extremely complex and constantly changing
phenomena is simply not possible. Universities must therefore work hard
"to legitimate the necessary fuzziness of their organizational life" (Hines
and Wiles 1980, p. 306). .
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